Abstract. The closed operators in a Hilbert space H are characterized as quotients AB ~l of continuous operators on H such that the vector sum
Introduction. Suppose that (77, < •, • » is a complete complex inner product space (e.g. a Hilbert space) with corresponding norm || • || such that for each x in 77, ||x|| = (x, x)x/2, and let (77 x 77, < -, • >") denote the usual product space with corresponding norm || • ||". By a closed operator in 77 is meant a linear function from a linear subspace of 77 into H which is closed in 77 X 77. Let % (H) denote the algebra of all continuous linear functions from 77 into 77 ("including" the complex numbers) and for each A in % (77), let A * denote the adjoint of A, let A ~ ' denote the inverse of the restriction of A to the closure of A*(H), and-in case A is nonnegative-let A~x/2 denote L41//2)_1. Note that for each A in % (77), A ~ XA is the orthogonal projection from H onto the closure of A *(H). Theorem 1. If C is a subset of H X H then the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) C is a closed operator in 77, and The formula for the projection onto C is a slight extension of that given by von Neumann in [7, Appendix II, for the case in which C has domain dense in 77-so that C* is a function and the selfadjoint operator 1 + C* C is available. These connections are elaborated upon in Theorem 2.
Notation. Let ^(77) denote the subset of % (77) to which A belongs only in case A is a contraction (i.e., \\Ax\\ < \\x\\ for all nonzero x in 77), and let 6(77) denote the set of all closed operators in 77 with domain dense in 77. 
